
ALBERT Todd * PRA 

From: 
	

Nicole Tait <ntait@astoria.orus> 
Sent: 
	

Friday, June 24, 2022 6:49 AM 
To: 
	

PRC PublicRecordsAdvocate * PRA 
Subject: 
	

FW: 6/24 legislative subcommittee meeting 

Good morning, 

I wanted to share feedback from a law enforcement listserv where your agenda was shared. I will send each in a 

separate email. The comment below came from a County with a population of -350K: 

I was not aware of these substantial changes. I understand the need for more accessible and affordable records, 
but some of these proposed changes have a HUGE fiscal impact to city police and county sheriffs. "Free" up to 
100 pages would decrease my revenue by $25,000 every fiscal. While that may not seem like a lot of money to 
members of this advisory council, every single bit of revenue helps offset personnel costs for staff fulfilling these 
requests. And a great deal of time is spent fulfilling requests (at least 1.25 FTE at our agency). Clearly, with 
$25,000 revenue a year, and 1.25 FTE, our fees are more than reasonable. 

Unfortunately this agenda and proposed legislation doesn't accurately represent parties such as OLERA who 
fulfill public record requests daily. I am looping in both OSSA Executive Director and the OACP Executive Director 
and LE lobbyist on this. I would assume that collectively, OLERA objects to a good portion of these proposals. 
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From: Brian Wallace [mailto:BWallace@co.marion.or.us]  

Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2022 13:50 PM 

To: OLERA@oregonsheriffs.org  

Cc: jason@oregonsheriffs.org; kevin@victorygrp.com  

Subject: RE: 6/24 legislative subcommittee meeting 

Caution: ***EXTERNAL SENDER*** Do not click any link and do not open attachments unless you 
have confirmed the sender. 

I was not aware of these substantial changes. I understand the need for more accessible and affordable records, but 

some of these proposed changes have a HUGE  fiscal impact to city police and county sheriffs. "Free" up to 100 pages 

would decrease my revenue by $25,000 every fiscal. While that may not seem like a lot of money to members of this 

advisory council, every single bit of revenue helps offset personnel costs for staff fulfilling these requests. And a great 
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